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Leads in order of priority. 

 

1. Partner’s suit 
 

In order of effective lead direction: 

 Pre-emptive Suit 

 Overcall Suit 

 Major Opening 

 Minor Opening 

 

Leading partner’s minor opening denies holding a natural lead. 

 

 

2. Touching honours (Natural Leads) 
 

 Suit Contract 

  Two touching honours 

  Ace from Ace King 

 

 Notrump Contract 

  Three touching honours 
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3. Trump 

 
When in doubt is not when someone leads trump. They know why because they do 

not like leading from an honour in the side suits or they want to cut down short 

hand ruffs. Sometimes when declarer is really strong, the opening leader does not 

want to lead from an honour. 

 

 

4. Bottom of Something (Boston) 
 

We never underlead an Ace on the opening lead but may do so later in the auction 

when declarer is know to have two or more. 

 

Elvis Coup 

When the Ace is led (without the touching King) or is underled, the King Lives! 

 

Fourth Best 

KJ654 

Lead the 5 when the honours are not touching. 

 

 

5. Top of Nothing (Boston) 
 

Pick your longest suit with nothing in it. 

 

97653  

Lead the 9 denying an honour. 
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Basic Declarer Play 
 

Declarer must play up to honours. This is the same for the defenders except they 

cannot see the opposite hand. 

 

If a defender leads from an honour, it only works if partner has a touching honour 

or the Ace. 

 

1.   K654   9732 

 

West leads the 4 and since East has nothing, he just finesses  

himself and declarer wins the Queen. 

 

2.   K654   Q732 

 

West leads the 4 and since partner has the Queen, his King  

is promoted to be a winner. 

 

3.    

                 A108 

9732   K654   

 

West leads the top of nothing, the 9 and this turns out to be  

the same way declarer would play the suit, small towards  

the King. This is the correct way. 
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Leads in the middle of play (exit cards) 
 

 Dead suit in your right hand opponent 

 Trump to cut down short hand ruffs 

 Partner’s suit.  

o The only time it is safe to not return partners suit is when he led top 

of nothing. 

 Unbid Suit 

 Low from an Ace (but never on Opening Lead) to make declarer guess holding 

KJx. 

 


